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Ar 15 double mag coupler

Regular price $0.00 $9.99 Sale Fits: MAGPUL® PMAG® AR/M4 GEN M3™ .223 / 5.56x45mm US Patent No. 10126076 Available in 1 and 3 Packs MAG|Coupler™ Magazine Couplers enable firearms enthusiasts now have an effective way to safely and securely improve magazine handling. The patented product couples magazines by replacing their
floorplates with a MAG|Coupler to facilitate more expedient and efficient magazine swaps without increasing the capacity of an individual magazine. MAG|Couplers simply replace the floorplate / baseplate of your existing magazine allowing for the connection of two like magazines back to back. Please note: We are not able to accept returns on
coupler products. Please see our store policy for more information. MAG|Couplers™ use a series of teeth on both sides of the coupler to hold the coupler tight to the magazine body. They are designed to be very tight when installed and may require some force when being slid onto the magazine body. This fit ensures a solid pair of coupled
magazines supporting the recoil of the platform. A small amount of liquid dish or hand soap applied to the teeth of the coupler will greatly aid in the installation. Share Share on Facebook Tweet Tweet on Twitter Pin it Pin on Pinterest AR 86-14(4) EFFECTIVE DATE: 4/8/86 ISSUE: Whether the Secretary must, in his evaluation of the worker's
"contributions to the support" of an illegitimate child, consider the worker's means and the income of the family in which the child resided. STATUTE/REGULATION/RULING CITATION: Section 216(e) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 416(e)); Section 216(h)(3)(C)(ii) (42 U.S.C. 416(h)(3)(C)(ii)); 20 C.F.R. 404,366(a)(2) CIRCUIT: FOURTH
(MARYLAND, NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA) Jones v. Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, 629 F.2d 334 (4th Cir. 1980) APPLICABILITY OF RULING: This ruling applies to determinations or decisions at all administrative levels (i.e., initial, reconsideration, administrative law judge hearing and Appeals
Council). DESCRIPTION OF CASE(S): Beverly Jones, born on March 20, 1962, is the illegitimate daughter of Arilla Jones and David Craig. The child lived with her mother in the home of her grandparents. David Craig lived with his mother and siblings. Both families were large and impoverished. Mr. Craig was employed and earned $1,483.67 in 1962.
In March 1963, after a month-long hospitalization, Mr. Craig died. His earnings for 1963 were $301.65. In 1975, Arilla Jones filed an application for child's insurance benefits for Beverly Jones on Mr. Craig's Social Security earnings record. Arilla Jones claimed that Beverly was David Craig's child who is deemed dependent on him under section 216(h)
(3)(C)(ii) of the Social Security Act. The ALJ concluded that Mr. Craig was Beverly's father but that he was not making regular and substantial contributions for the support of the child at the time of his death, as required by section 216(h)(3)(C)(ii). The Appeals Council affirmed the ALJ's determination which became the Secretary's final decision. Ms.
Jones then sought review of the Secretary's decision in the United States district court. The district court affirmed the Secretary's decision and the plaintiff appealed to the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. The Court of Appeals remanded the case to the district court with instructions to remand to the Secretary for further proceedings in
accordance with the Court of Appeals' opinion. HOLDING: The Court of Appeals held that the test properly to be applied is whether contributions which were regular and substantial in relation to the worker's income and the child's need were made. The court stated: "Whether the wage earner was contributing to the support of Beverly must be
determined by comparing the amount and frequency of contribution with the wage earner's income and with the income of the family in which the child resided." The court reasoned that the loss of small regular contributions to a poor family would cause the economic dislocation which the Social Security Act seek to prevent. The court could not
determine whether the ALJ took Mr. Craig's financial circumstances and the child's needs into account in determining that Mr. Craig was not making regular and substantial contributions to Beverly's support. Because the court found that the test applied by the ALJ was unclear, the court remanded for reconsideration of the claim. STATEMENT AS TO
HOW JONES DIFFERS FROM SOCIAL SECURITY POLICY: The "contributing to the support of the applicant" provision in section 216(h)(3)(C)(ii) (42 U.S.C. 416(h)(3)(C)(ii)) has been interpreted by the Social Security Administration in regulation 20 C.F.R. 404.366(a)(2) to require contributions that are both regularly made and large enough to meet
an important part of the applicant's ordinary living costs. When evaluating contributions to support, SSA attaches little relevance to the worker's financial circumstances; it assesses contributions in terms of the child's needs and the extent to which they were met by the worker's contributions. The United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit
held that the levels of income of both the father and of the household in which the child resides were factors that must be considered in determining whether contributions meet the statutory requirement of support. EXPLANATION OF HOW SSA WILL APPLY THE DECISION WITHIN THE CIRCUIT: This ruling applies only to cases where the child
resides in North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia or Maryland at the time of determination or decision at any level of administrative review, i.e., initial, reconsideration, administrative law judge hearing or Appeals Council. In a claim for surviving child's benefits under Section 216(h)(3)(C)(ii) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 416(h)
(3)(C)(ii)) where the worker's income had been irregular or insubstantial, the substantiality and regularity of the worker's contributions to the applicant's support must be evaluated in light of the financial resources of both the worker and the household in which the child resides. EFFECTIVE DATE: Date of Publication Back to Table of Contents
PRODUCTDETAILSOur Top PickBrownells AR-15/M16 magazine couplerConstructed with tough materialsHolds mags together securely with no wobble or rattleOffset staggered designFeatures a Top Round ProtectorView Latest PriceOur Top PickMercob Security Group AR-15/M16 PMAG magazine couplerDesigned specifically for PMAGsSlim,
lightweight design with no bulkSolid construction giving a tight holdTension-adjustable coupling to prevent any movementSmooth, radiused edges to prevent frictionThe best option for 30 round PMAG shootersView Latest PriceOur Top PickDreamplastics AR-15/M16 PMAG magazine couplerA very durable coupler that will last a long timeGives an
extra secure hold with no sliding or shiftingCorrosion, weather and impact resistantFast and easy installationCan fit PMAGs and GEN M3 PMAGsView Latest PriceA magazine coupler has become a popular accessory among AR15 users thanks to its ability to reload mags at a faster pace. A magazine coupler is also a great way to keep a spare
magazine handy, especially when a magazine carrier is not an option, such as for home defense purposes. In this article, you will learn how a magazine coupler can upgrade your shooting, how to use one, and what factors distinguish the best AR15 magazine couplers from the vast array of choices on the market.Our Pick of the 5 Best AR-15 Magazine
Couplers in 2021To reduce overwhelm, and prevent you from wasting your money on cheap, low quality, ineffective products, we’ve reviewed and compared the top 5 magazine couplers for AR15’s currently on the market. For each product, you will find a list of pros and cons for easy comparison and quick evaluation.Brownells AR15 magazine
coupler is designed to bind a backup magazine directly to the mag in the gun, giving you fast tactical reloads without the need to move your trigger hand.The magazine coupler is made from tough, molded nylon. It features three steel bolts allowing an adjustable retention force. This means that magazines cannot slip out even during vigorous combat
maneuvers.Brownell’s magazine coupler uses a side-by-side design with staggered heights. Plus, there are fixed standoff points between the compartments which work to ensure the magazines don’t wobble or rattle.The coupler comes with a Top Round Protector (TRP) to protect the feed lips of the backup mag and prevent accidental dislodgement of
the top round, and keep out dirt. The TRP can be detached instantly by pressing downwards on the release tab while pushing forward.I did find this coupler to be a bit difficult to adjust. This is since it has long screws which require a screwdriver and some skill to adjust. Therefore, it is not the most convenient coupler to adjust when out on the field.
However, the good thing is that the coupler rarely does require adjusting.Other than this small issue, the coupler gives a rock-solid hold and brilliant value for money. It holds the mags tight and works effectively with no issues. Furthermore, it offsets the mags perfectly so that the ejection port does not get blocked.ProsConstructed with tough
materialsHolds mags together securely with no wobble or rattleOffset staggered designFeatures a Top Round ProtectorConsCan be a bit difficult to adjustDoes not fit PMAGSThe AR15 PMAG magazine coupler from Mercob is a lightweight, low-profile system that firmly clamps two PMAGs to give faster reloads in all shooting situations such as combat
or competition shooting.The coupler attaches the backup magazine directly to the one in the gun, giving the user the ability to make ultra-fast reloads. It is compatible with both 20 or 30 round Magpul PMAGs and securely holds them together in a side-by-side position. The tension-adjustable coupling also prevents the spare magazine from shifting out
of place.Mercob’s magazine coupler is precision-machined from billet aluminum. It features smooth, radiused edges to prevent friction against your hand. This coupler is a rugged and reliable option for both tactical and competition use.The design of this mag coupler is appealing. It is slim and unobtrusive, with no bulk whatsoever. It has also been
designed exactly for the dimensions of the PMAG, but I found this coupler to work better with 30 round PMAGs than 20 rounds. This is because 20 round PMAGs are too short to offset, and the second one tends to hit the ejection port cover.That being said, this coupler’s construction is perhaps the best out of all the models I tested. It holds mags
solidly together and doesn’t loosen over time. Overall, Mercob’s coupler does what you desire. It allows you to make a tactical mag change with ease and extreme speed. For shooters that use 30 round PMAGs, this is undoubtedly one of the best AR15 magazine couplers for you.ProsDesigned specifically for PMAGsSlim, lightweight design with no
bulkSolid construction giving a tight holdTension-adjustable coupling to prevent any movementSmooth, radiused edges to prevent frictionThe best option for 30 round PMAG shootersConsDoesn’t work so great with 20 round magsThe Dreamplastics AR15 magazine coupler securely clamps a backup PMAG to the one in the gun for fast and easy
access. Installation is just as speedy and hassle-free as it can be installed in a matter of seconds using a standard slot-head screwdriver.The coupler is made from durable glass-reinforced nylon, which is corrosion, weather, and impact resistant. The steel cross-bolt provides a high level of tensioning force to give both mags a secure, rattle-free grasp.
Moreover, the coupler’s deep surface ribbing gives you a solid, non-slip hold, while the rounded outside edges prevent any snagging on your clothes and gear.Dreamplastics offers models available to fit four popular 30-round magazines, including Magpul PMAG and GEN M3 PMAG. Note that the PMAG model is only compatible with generation II
PMAGs manufactured after July 2009, whereas the GEN M3 PMAG coupler will only fit the third generation Magpul PMAGs.I was very impressed with the construction and performance of this coupler. It is very sturdy, made from quality material, and can take a beating too. The coupler does not just hold the mags via the tension of the middle screw,
but also from the insides of the front and rear clamps. These clamps have been molded to fit around the P-Mags’ external horizontal ribs so that they don’t slide up or down.It’s probably one of the most durable and long-lasting couplers I tried out. One small downside is that it is bulkier and heavier than most of its competitors but with the strength
and longevity it gives, this is a very minor issue.ProsA very durable coupler that will last a long timeGives an extra secure hold with no sliding or shiftingCorrosion, weather and impact resistantFast and easy installationCan fit PMAGs and GEN M3 PMAGsConsThe AR15 magazine coupler from Lancer Systems uses a lightweight, yet impressively
strong, polymer-and-steel clamping system to join together two 30-round magazines. This system allows you to reload your mag immediately.This coupler is specially designed to fit the ridges molded into the Lancer L5 magazine, giving a non-slip installation. However, it will also fit USGI-contour aluminum and steel magazines from other
manufacturers.The coupler is made from reinforced, injection-molded polymer with a clamping system that is made from steel. It features protective aluminum spacers to prevent over-tightening the clamping screws on L5 magazines.I found this model holds magazines in place at a perfectly aligned angle. It’s so simple to operate. The magazine will
pop out and is ready to go with just one push of your thumb. This model ticks all the boxes for what you need from a magazine coupler. It’s sturdy, durable, prevents overcrowding of magazines, and allows quick access to switching the mags.As it is designed for Lancers L5 magazines, it is not the best option for PMAGs or other mags. However, if you
do use Lancer L5, this is the one for you. What’s more, this coupler’s design and construction make it one of the best AR15 magazine couplers for intense competition shooting.ProsMade from high-quality polymerLightweight but strongFeatures aluminum spacers to prevent overtighteningCompatible with magazines that hold up to 30 roundsTop
choice for shooters using Lancer L5 magazinesConsThe Magpul Mag-link coupler binds two 30-Round PMAGs together, giving super-fast reloads and top-notch stability and security. Constructed with reinforced hard polymer, the links are secured by two steel bolts to hold both mags firmly, with no rattling or play.The Maglink is one of the strongest
couplers I’ve come across. It solidly holds two mags together like a rock, allowing zero movement. I like this model because it is its ability to set your magazines up how you like them. They give the fastest, most efficient swap when placed side by side, but can also work with a staggered configuration.The coupler installs very easily. It can be tightened
with a screwdriver for extra assurance that the mags won’t come loose. It’s amazing how high the quality and construction of this coupler is at such a low price. It offers awesome value for money and is easily one of the best AR15 magazine couplers for PMAG users.Note that this coupler is designed for use with current-production 30-round PMAG
and MagLevel PMAG only. It will not work with the first generation PMAG, 20-round PMAG, EMAG, PMAG 30G, or 7.62/.308 PMAG.ProsHolds magazines super securelyCan work side by side or staggeredHigh quality for a low priceOne of the best options for PMAGsConsNot compatible with many magsDoes require some tightening with a
screwdriverWhat Is an AR-15 Magazine Coupler, and Why Do You Need One?A magazine coupler is used to fit two AR15 magazines together to keep extra magazines handy until you need them.A magazine coupler has a series of ‘teeth’ on both sides, which hold the coupler tight to the magazine body.This fit ensures a solid pair of coupled magazines
supporting the recoil of the platform.It is designed to improve the reloading process by increasing your speed and efficiency.It also allows you to keep some extra ammo handy at all times.When installed, the fit is very tight and may require some force when being slid onto the magazine body.A magazine coupler is a useful and convenient addition for
all shooters. Regardless of whether you use your AR15 for hunting, target practice, or competitive shooting, a magazine coupler will save you time when reloading your rifle.Faster reloadingAs a magazine coupler attaches a second loaded magazine to the one being used, your additional magazines are much closer to you. This allows you to reload
much faster than by using the traditional single mag reloading method. Although it does (at least initially) require some thought to shift the mag over rather than going to a mag pouch, the majority of shooters will still experience an increase in their reloading speed.Instant jam resolutionMagazine couplers can also serve as a vital accessory for
emergencies. If your magazine jams on you, a magazine coupler can give you an instant resolve. Knowing you have two extra magazines handy just if one fails will provide you with greater peace of mind when out on the field.What Makes a Great AR-15 Magazine Coupler?When looking for a magazine coupler for your AR15, one thing you’ll be wanting
to know is how to distinguish the very best AR15 magazine couplers from the lousy quality, ineffective ones.There are a few factors you should consider when shopping around to ensure you choose an accessory that performs well and lasts a long time.MaterialThe better the quality of material your coupler is made from, the longer it will last.You
should opt for a high-quality material such as a polymer.Polymer is super tough and able to withstand all kinds of damage.Paying a little bit more for higher quality material is a wise decision as it will last for years or even decades.Ease of useThankfully, magazine couplers can be installed extremely easily with their drop-in installation style. This
means there is no need for any gunsmithing skills, and installing the coupler on your AR15 will not require any more than a few minutes of your time.Moreover, all the best AR15 magazine couplers will allow you to release magazines as quickly and simply as possible.They will fasten and stay in place until you need them.While they are fastened, they
will remain tightly in place even when you’re running or firing multiple rounds.A good quality coupler will keep the screws tightened adequately, so you don’t have any worry about losing your extra magazines.CompatibilityThis is an important consideration as some magazine couplers can handle any caliber magazines while others cannot.There are
some universal mag couplers on the market, but most of them will not be compatible with all calibers.Because of this, it is essential to know what your AR-15 rifle is chambered in.If you fire 5.56 NATO rounds, you will need to look for a coupler compatible with those magazines.If you’re firing .300 Blackouts, you may struggle to find a coupler that has
been designed for this caliber, but you can find the coupler that’s the closest one capable of handling those kinds of mags.WeightBecause you’ll be carrying more mags on your rifle, it’s only natural that your rifle may feel slightly heavier than usual. This might make it more uncomfortable to carry around. If you’re using a magazine coupler for the
first time, it’s advisable to carry no more than two additional magazines at once.It’s also worth checking the coupler’s weight, as some are more lightweight than others.How to use and reload with an AR-15 magazine couplerIf you’ve just purchased your first AR15 magazine coupler you will be wondering about how to use it and, in particular, how to
place the additional mags.Many couplers will allow you to set your magazines up how you like them.You can place your mags side by side, or you can stagger them.While the side by side placement may give you the fastest, most efficient swap, many shooters prefer to stagger.This is because if the mags are level with each other, they could create
conflict with your dust cover/ejection port and block clear access to it.Are AR-15 magazine couplers legal in every state?Some states and localities have restrictions on magazine capacity, Nine states and the District of Columbia have enacted laws banning large-capacity magazines. These states are California, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, and Vermont.However, magazine couplers are not magazines or ammunition feeding devices. They are simply a floorplate replacement allowing for the connection of two like magazines. Therefore, buying one may not be illegal, but you must check your state, county, and local laws for magazine size restrictions
before purchasing.Why not just tape the mags together?“Jungle Mag” is a term used for the method of taping together magazines that has the secondary magazine inverted from the one loaded into the gun. This practice originated in World War II. Thompson submachine gun users regularly taped two 20-round magazines together for faster reloads
and compensated for the limited capacity. Taping magazines together then became consequently common among troops in the U.S. military.Although it is possible to just tape mags together, it is not recommended. Not just is it impractical but it can cause many problems too, such as the following.Firstly, it is not a secure method of holding magazines
in place. You could easily lose your second mag if they aren’t taped together well.A lot of dirt can get inside and become jammed because you can’t properly clean your mags when they are taped together.It can also create more recoil that can force rounds forward in the mag.Depending on the weapon, it can also interfere when in the prone firing
positionThat being said, there is a proper way to do it, which may reduce some of these issues. However, it does require skill and knowledge. Here are a couple of tips if you decide to try this method.You should ensure both magazines are facing the same way, not one up and one down.Put a spacer between (such as a small branch) and tape them
tightly together.Make sure to test to see if it can be used.The Best AR-15 Magazine CouplersThe type of magazines you work with will determine which magazine coupler is best suited to you. As many shooters use PMAGs, I will share my opinion on the best coupler for these. There are many brilliant AR15 PMAG couplers on the market, but the one I
prefer the most is the Dreamplastics PMAG magazine coupler.I like so much about the Dreamplastics coupler is its sturdy and strong construction and the longevity it gives. The high-quality material means the coupler gives a super-secure hold with no sliding or shifting at all. It’s also corrosion, weather, and impact-resistant, so it will last a long time
despite the conditions you use it in.For me, this coupler has everything you need. It’s very quick and easy to set up, and it results in fast access to your additional mags.From reading this article, you’ll now have a deeper understanding of how a magazine coupler can improve your AR15 shooting experience. Moreover, you’ll know exactly what to look
for to find the Best AR-15 Magazine Couplerss out there.
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